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L-11- Am/ Is / Are (to be verbs) 

 

**When we talk about one person , place , animal or thing   

we use is. Eg: He is a student. 

 **When we talk about more than one person, place, animal or thing  

we use are. Eg: They are students.  

** When we talk about I, we use am. Eg: I am a girl. 

 

1.Complete the sentences with am, is or are . 

 1. I ________ Hemant. 

 2. Ships _________ sailing in the sea.  

 

3. Birds _________ flying in the sky.      

 

 4. These children_________ playing in the garden.  

 



5. This ______ a lotus flower.       

 

6. Raju and Rehab _________ friends.  

7. I ______ not a teacher. 

 8. The Lion _________ feeling hungry.  

9. We _________ happy.  

10.He ______ a clever boy. 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

L-12- There is/ There are 

       ** WE use There is for a singular noun. 

 

Eg:-  There is a pen.                                   

          **We use There are for a plural noun.               

                       Eg:- There are pens                                                         

I.Look at the following picture and fill in the blanks with Thereis/There are. 

 



1.__________________ a tap in the park. 

2.__________________ are six children in the park. 

3.__________________ a see-saw in the park. 

4.__________________ three girls in the park. 

5.__________________ two swings in the park. 

 

 

                                L-13- This /That/These/Those 

 

I.Write in the following blanks, This/That/These/Those. 

1.________________ is a table.                                    

2.________________ are flowers.     

3.________________ is a rabbit.                                            

4.________________ are birds.              

5.________________ is a cat.                                                           

 

 



                                                            

                                                      L-14- Has / Have   

       

  **”Has” is used with he, she and  it, while “Have ”   is used with I, you, we, and they.    

Eg :- I have a new dress. 

        It has a beautiful feather. 

        They have a crayons. 

        She has a toy. 

 

I.Circle the correct word to complete these sentences. 

 

1.I have /has  five brothers. 

2.We has / have a lot of toys. 

3.Meena has / have long hairs. 

4.He has / have a new bag. 

5.They have / has a big bunglow. 

6. You has / have a pencil. 

7.She have / has a new bike. 

8.Renu and her brother has / have three pets. 

9.We has / have no dance class today. 

10.Aman have / has finished his homework. 

 

 

 

 


